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Tax Reform in Luxembourg
by
Joseph Mayor and Christophe Davezac

By a law of 21 December 2001 and a Grand-Ducal regulation of the same day (both published in the Official Gazette of 27 December 2001), the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg has adopted its most important Tax Reform of the last ten years. Indeed, more than 80 articles of laws concerning among other income tax, net wealth tax, municipal business tax, contribution duty and investments funds have been amended.
This reform has several aims:
  a.. simplification and clarification of some provisions (e.g. rules concerning the exchange of shares, withholding tax on royalties), 
  b.. cancellation of some provisions which could be considered as "harmful tax practice" by other European Union member states (e.g. tax exemption of 50% of the dividends paid by European Union companies to Luxembourg recipient), 
  c.. increase the Luxembourg competitiveness and attractiveness (e.g. decrease of the corporate and individual tax rates, decrease of the subscription tax of the investment funds, mitigation of the conditions to be fulfilled for capital gain tax exemption etc..),
The main changes adopted by the new law and Grand-Ducal regulation are the following :
Corporate tax : The corporate tax rate is reduced from 37.45% to 30.38% for all revenues not benefiting from tax exemption (dividends and capital gains for example may be tax exempt under certain conditions).
Individual tax : the higher taxation rate for individuals has been decreased from 47,15% to 38,95%.
Withholding tax on dividends: the normal rate has been decreased from 25% to 20%. A lower rate or a 0% withholding tax can also be achieved in application of a double taxation treaty or the mother company-subsidiary privilege (as it results from the European directive n°90/435 of 23 July 1990).
Subscription tax for the investments funds: In order to enhance this economical sector (the amount of the Luxembourg investment funds' balance sheet is currently EUR 94,595 billion), this tax has further been reduced from 0.06% to 0.05%.
Capital gain : There is no taxation on capital gain in Luxembourg if the following conditions are met :
-    The Luxembourg company holds at least 10% of the subsidiary's share capital (or the purchase price exceeded Euro 6 million). Previously, the threshold was 25%.
-   The subsidiary is either a company fully taxable in Luxembourg or a non-resident company fully taxable in its country of residence at a rate corresponding to the Luxembourg IRC (i.e. at least 15%), or a company resident in a EU member state and mentioned by article 2 of the Counsel Directive of 23 July 1990 (90/435/CEE);
-   The shares have been held by the Luxembourg company for 12 months at least. This condition, however, may be fulfilled after a partial sale of the shares. In this case, the Luxembourg company must continue to keep at least 10% of the shares of the subsidiary until the end of the 12 months.
Example : In 2002, a Luxembourg company is able to purchase 50% of the shares of a French company and to sell, the next day, 40% of the shares without capital gain taxation  in Luxembourg. The remaining 10% must be kept for 12 months at least. After the expiration of the 12 months period, the 10% shares may be sold without any capital gain taxation in Luxembourg.
Enclosed, you will find a description of the main changes with respect to the exemption of capital gain in Luxembourg  (Appendix I and II). 
Numerous changes have also been adopted in other various fields such as :
  a.. Audio-visual investment certificates: Luxembourg has developed the audio-visual industry as from December 1988, date of the vote of the law on the audio-visual investment certificates. 13 years later, the Grand- Duchy counts more than 20 companies active in production or  specialised in leasing of services and materials, and about 10 animation and post-production studios. More than 250 audio-visual productions, regarding cinema and television, documentaries, cartoons and post-production works, were created. This sector is currently in strong expansion. 
  Due to the decrease of corporate tax rate (see above), the regime of these certificates has been changed, the former tax allowance having been replaced by a tax credit for audio-visual investment corresponding to 30% of the nominal value of the certificates, 
  a.. venture capital certificates: the change is the same as for the audio-visual investment certificates, 
  b.. taxation of capital gain for individuals: non-speculative capital gain (i.e. sale of participation after more than 6 months following the date of acquisition) are taxable in Luxembourg for substantial participation, i.e. participation exceeding 10%. Before, the percentage was 25%. 
  c.. withholding tax on royalties: The withholding tax is now of 10%. Before, there were two rates (10% and 12%) with a loophole resulting from a case-law (NWG of 6 January 1999) which considered that the withholding tax on royalties paid for the exploitation of patent had no legal basis since this tax resulted from a simple circular letter issued by the German tax authorities during the second World War. 
  d.. taxation of directors fees: these fees are now taxed at a rate of 20%. This withholding tax can be credited against the income tax liability of the Luxembourg recipient. In case of a non resident recipient, the 20% withholding tax will correspond to the final taxation if the directors' fees do not exceed EUR 100,000 and if the director has not requested a taxation by way of assessment. 
  e.. merger, demerger and other form of corporate restructuring such as exchange of shares, change of corporate form, transfer of assets, etc..: the provisions of the law in this respect have been changed and clarified in order to comply with European Directives and case-law of the European Court of Justice. 

APPENDIX I


BEFORE 31ST DECEMBER 2001


AS FROM 1ST JANUARY 2002
Mother company:

The mother company had to be a resident joint stock company fully taxable (mentioned by art. 166 LIR al 1 n° 1)

Mother company:

The mother company must be a “tax payer mentioned by art. 166 LIR al 1 n°1 to 4”, i.e.:
q	A resident joint stock company fully taxable or;
q	A permanent establishment of a company resident  in an EU member State mentioned by art.2 of the Council Directive of 23.7.90 (90/435/CEE) or;
q	A permanent establishment of a joint stock company resident in a State having signed a double taxation treaty with Luxembourg or;
q	The State, the municipalities, municipalities syndicates, the public establishment and the others entities of Luxembourg public law

Subsidiary:

The subsidiary had to be a resident joint stock company fully taxable, or a non resident joint stock company fully taxable at a tax corresponding to the Luxembourg IRC (i.e. at least 15%)
(mentioned by art. 166 LIR al 2 n° 1 to 2)
Subsidiary
The subsidiary must be a company mentioned by art.166 LIR al 2 n° 1 to 3, i.e.:
q	A resident joint stock company fully taxable or;
q	A non resident joint stock company fully taxable at a tax corresponding to the Luxembourg IRC (i.e. at least 15%) or;
q	A company resident in an EU member State mentioned by art.2 of the Council Directive of 23.7.90 (90/435/CEE)

Delay of holding:

12 months preceding the beginning of the financial year of transfer
Delay of holding
Holding during 12 months. This condition may be fulfilled after the dividend payment or after a partial sale of the shares (in this case, the Luxembourg company must continue to keep at least 10% of the shares of the subsidiary until the end of the 12 months).

Shareholding threshold: 

25%

Shareholding threshold: 

10%

Acquisition price:

250.000.000 LUF

Acquisition price:

Price converted in Euro: EUR 6.000.000 

Participation:

The participation had to be a “direct participation” 
Participation:

Possibility to hold the participation indirectly through tax transparent entities mentioned by art.175 LIR i.e.
q	SNC (société en nom collectif)
q	SCS (société en commandite simple)
q	SC (société civile)
q	GIE (groupement d’intérêt économique)
q	GEIE (groupement européen d’intérêt économique)

“Share by share” principle
Application of “share by share” principle: each action taken individually had to fulfil the above conditions
“Share by share” principle

No application of the “share by share” principle
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